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Stochastic Approximation and Newton’s
Estimate of a Mixing Distribution
Ryan Martin and Jayanta K. Ghosh

Abstract. Many statistical problems involve mixture models and the need
for computationally efficient methods to estimate the mixing distribution has
increased dramatically in recent years. Newton [Sankhyā Ser. A 64 (2002)
306–322] proposed a fast recursive algorithm for estimating the mixing dis-
tribution, which we study as a special case of stochastic approximation (SA).
We begin with a review of SA, some recent statistical applications, and the
theory necessary for analysis of a SA algorithm, which includes Lyapunov
functions and ODE stability theory. Then standard SA results are used to
prove consistency of Newton’s estimate in the case of a finite mixture. We
also propose a modification of Newton’s algorithm that allows for estimation
of an additional unknown parameter in the model, and prove its consistency.

Key words and phrases: Stochastic approximation, empirical Bayes, mix-
ture models, Lyapunov functions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of the present paper is to review the subject
of stochastic approximation (SA), along the way high-
lighting some recent statistical applications, and to ex-
plore its relationship with a recent algorithm [26–28]
for estimating a mixing distribution.

SA was introduced in [31] as an algorithmic method
for finding the root of a function h when only noisy
observations on h are available. It has since developed
into an important area of systems control and opti-
mization, with numerous applications in statistics. In
Section 2 we give a brief introduction to the SA algo-
rithm and review three recent and innovative statistical
applications. The first two [6, 16] strengthen the EM
and Metropolis algorithms, respectively, and the third
is a versatile Monte Carlo integration method, called
Stochastic Approximation Monte Carlo (SAMC) [21],
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which can be applied in a variety of statistical prob-
lems. We demonstrate that combining SAMC with the
energy–temperature duality [18] provides a method for
estimating the normalizing constant of a density. We
then state a theorem providing sufficient conditions for
almost sure convergence of a SA algorithm, which is
used in Section 3 to study the convergence proper-
ties of a mixing distribution estimate. For this purpose,
the necessary stability theory for ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) is developed.

Many statistical problems involve modeling with la-
tent, or unobserved, random variables, for example,
cluster analysis [24] and multiple testing or estimation
with high-dimensional data [1, 8, 9, 34, 36]. The distri-
bution of the manifest, or observed, random variables
then becomes a mixture of the form

�f (x) =
∫
�

p(x|θ)f (θ) dμ(θ),(1.1)

where θ ∈ � is the latent variable or parameter, and
f is an unknown mixing density with respect to the
measure μ on �. Estimation of f plays a fundamental
role in many inference problems, such as an empirical
Bayes approach to multiple testing.

For the deconvolution problem, when p(x|θ) in (1.1)
is of the form p(x − θ), asymptotic results for esti-
mates of f , including optimal rates of convergence,
are known [10]. A nonparametric Bayes approach to
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Gaussian deconvolution is discussed in [13]. For esti-
mating �f , a Bayesian might assume an a priori dis-
tribution on f , inducing a prior on �f via the map
f �→ �f . Consistency of the resulting estimate of �f

is considered in [3, 11, 12].
In Section 3, we describe a recursive algorithm of

Newton et al. [26–28] for estimating the mixing den-
sity f . This estimate is significantly faster to compute
than the popular nonparametric Bayes estimate based
on a Dirichlet process prior. In fact, the original mo-
tivation [27] for the algorithm was to approximate the
computationally expensive Bayes estimate. The rela-
tive efficiency of the recursive algorithm compared to
MCMC methods used to compute the Bayes estimate,
coupled with the similarity of the resulting estimates,
led Quintana and Newton [29] to suggest the former be
used for Bayesian exploratory data analysis.

While Newton’s algorithm performs well in exam-
ples and simulations (see [14, 26–29, 38] and Sec-
tion 3.3), very little is known about its large-sample
properties. A rather difficult proof of consistency,
based on an approximate martingale representation of
the Kullback–Leibler divergence, is given by Ghosh
and Tokdar [14] when � is finite; see Section 3.1. In
Section 3.2, we show that Newton’s algorithm can be
expressed as a stochastic approximation and results
presented in Section 2.4 are used to prove a stronger
consistency theorem than in [14] for the case of fi-
nite �, where the Kullback–Leibler divergence serves
as the Lyapunov function.

The numerical investigations in Section 3.3 consider
two important cases when � is finite, namely, when
f is strictly positive on � and when f (θ) = 0 for
some θ ∈ �. In the former case, our calculations show
that Newton’s estimate is superior, in terms of accuracy
and computational efficiency, to both the nonparamet-
ric MLE and the Bayes estimate. For the latter case,
when only a superset of the support of f is known, the
story is completely different. While Newton’s estimate
remains considerably faster than the others, it is not
nearly as accurate.

We also consider the problem where the sampling
density p(x|θ) of (1.1) is of the form p(x|θ, ξ), where
f is a mixing density or prior for θ , and ξ is an addi-
tional unknown parameter. Newton’s algorithm is un-
able to handle unknown ξ , and we propose a modified
algorithm, called N + P, capable of recursively esti-
mating both f and ξ . We express this algorithm as a
general SA and prove consistency under suitable con-
ditions.

In Section 5 we briefly discuss some additional theo-
retical and practical issues concerning Newton’s recur-
sive algorithm and the N + P.

2. STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION

2.1 Algorithm and Examples

Consider the problem of finding the unique root ξ

of a function h(x). If h(x) can be evaluated exactly
for each x and if h is sufficiently smooth, then vari-
ous numerical methods can be employed to locate ξ .
A majority of these numerical procedures, including
the popular Newton–Raphson method, are iterative by
nature, starting with an initial guess x0 of ξ and itera-
tively defining a sequence {xn} that converges to ξ as
n → ∞. Now consider the situation where only noisy
observations on h(x) are available; that is, for any in-
put x one observes y = h(x) + ε, where ε is a zero-
mean random error. This problem arises in situations
where h(x) denotes the expected value of the response
when the experiment is run at setting x. Unfortunately,
standard deterministic methods cannot be used in this
problem.

In their seminal paper, Robbins and Monro [31] pro-
posed a stochastic approximation algorithm for defin-
ing a sequence of design points {xn} targeting the root
ξ of h in this noisy case. Start with an initial guess x0.
At stage n ≥ 1, use the state xn−1 as the input, observe
yn = h(xn−1)+ εn, and update the guess (xn−1, yn) �→
xn. More precisely, the Robbins–Monro algorithm de-
fines the sequence {xn} as follows: start with x0 and,
for n ≥ 1, set

xn = xn−1 + wnyn

(2.1)
= xn−1 + wn{h(xn−1) + εn},

where {εn} is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with
mean zero, and the weight sequence {wn} satisfies

wn > 0,
∑
n

wn = ∞,
∑
n

w2
n < ∞.(2.2)

While the SA algorithm above works in more gen-
eral situations, we can develop our intuition by looking
at the special case considered in [31], namely, when
h is bounded, continuous and monotone decreasing. If
xn < ξ , then h(xn) > 0 and we have

E(xn+1|xn) = xn + wn+1{h(xn) + E(εn+1)}
= xn + wn+1h(xn)

> xn.
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Likewise, if xn > ξ , then E(xn+1|xn) < xn. This shows
that the move xn �→ xn+1 will be in the correct direc-
tion on average.

Some remarks on the conditions in (2.2) are in or-
der. While

∑
n w2

n < ∞ is necessary to prove conver-
gence, an immediate consequence of this condition is
that wn → 0. Clearly wn → 0 implies that the effect
of the noise vanishes as n → ∞. This, in turn, has an
averaging effect on the iterates yn. On the other hand,
the condition

∑
n wn = ∞ washes out the effect of the

initial guess x0. For further details, see [25].
We conclude this section with three simple exam-

ples of SA to shed light on when and how the algo-
rithm works. Example 2.1, taken from [19], page 4, is
an important special case of the Robbins–Monro algo-
rithm (2.1) which further motivates the algorithm as
well as the conditions (2.2) on the sequence {wn}. Ex-
ample 2.2 uses SA to find quantiles of a t-distribution,
and Example 2.3 illustrates a connection between SA
and empirical Bayes, two of Robbins’s greatest contri-
butions.

EXAMPLE 2.1. Let Fξ be the cdf of a distribution
with mean ξ . Then estimation of ξ is equivalent to solv-
ing h(x) = 0 where h(x) = ξ − x. If Z1, . . . ,Zn are
i.i.d. observations from Fξ , then the average Zn is the
least squares estimate of ξ . To see that {Zn} is actually
a SA sequence, recall the computationally efficient re-
cursive expression for Zn:

Zn = Zn−1 + n−1(Zn − Zn−1).(2.3)

If we let xn = Zn, wn = n−1 and yn = Zn −Zn−1, then
(2.3) is exactly of the form of (2.1), with {wn} satisfy-
ing (2.2). Moreover, if εn = Zn − ξ , then we can write
yn = h(xn−1)+ εn. With this setup, we could study the
asymptotic behavior of xn using the SA analysis below
(see Sections 2.3 and 2.4), although the SLLN already
guarantees xn → ξ a.s.

EXAMPLE 2.2. Suppose we wish to find the αth
quantile of the tν distribution; that is, we want to find
the solution to the equation Fν(x) = α, where Fν is the
cdf of the tν distribution. While there are numerous nu-
merical methods available (e.g., Newton–Raphson or
bijection), we demonstrate below how SA can be used
to solve this problem. Making use of the well-known
fact that the tν distribution is a scale-mixture of nor-
mals, we can write

Fν(x) = E[	(x|ν−1Z)], Z ∼ χ2
ν ,

where 	(x|σ 2) is the cdf of the N(0, σ 2) distribution.

Now, for Z1,Z2, . . .
i.i.d.∼ χ2

ν , the sequence {yn} defined

FIG. 1. Sample paths of the three SA sequences {xn} in Exam-
ple 2.2. The dotted line is the exact 75th percentile of the t5 distri-
bution.

as yn = α − 	(xn−1|ν−1Zn) are noisy observations of
h(xn−1) = α − Fν(xn−1). This h is bounded, contin-
uous and monotone decreasing so the Robbins–Monro
theory says that the sequence {xn} defined as (2.1) con-
verges to the true quantile, for any initial condition x0.
For illustration, Figure 1 shows the first 1000 iterations
of the sequence {xn} for α = 0.75, ν = 5 and for three
starting values x0 ∈ {0.5,0.75,1.0}.

EXAMPLE 2.3. In Section 3 we consider a particu-
lar recursive estimate and show that it is of the form of
a general SA. It turns out that the problem there can
also be expressed as an empirical Bayes (EB) prob-
lem [30]. In this simple example, we demonstrate the
connection between SA and EB, both of which are the-
ories pioneered by Robbins. Consider the simple hier-
archical model

λ1, . . . , λn
i.i.d.∼ Exp(ξ) and Zi |λi

ind∼ Poi(λi)

for i = 1, . . . , n, where the exponential rate ξ > 0 is
unknown. EB tries to estimate ξ based on the observed
data Z1, . . . ,Zn. Here we consider a recursive estimate
of ξ . Fix an initial guess x0 of ξ . Assuming ξ is equal
to x0, the posterior mean of λ1 is (Z1 + 1)/(x0 + 1),
which is a good estimate of ξ−1 if x0 is close to ξ .
Iterating this procedure, we can generate a sequence

xi = xi−1 + wi

[
1

xi−1
− Zi + 1

xi−1 + 1

]
,(2.4)

where {wi} is assumed to satisfy (2.2). Let yi denote
the quantity in brackets in (2.4) and take its expectation
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FIG. 2. Sample path of the sequence {xn} in Example 2.3. The
dotted line is the value of ξ used for data generation.

with respect to the distribution of Zi :

h(x) = E(yi |xi−1 = x) = ξ − x

ξx(x + 1)
.(2.5)

Then the sequence {xn} in (2.4) is a SA targeting a so-
lution of h(x) = 0. Since h is continuous, decreasing
and h(x) = 0 iff x = ξ , it follows from the general the-
ory that xn → ξ . Figure 2 shows the first 250 steps of
such a sequence with x0 = 1.5.

The examples above emphasize one important prop-
erty that h(x) must satisfy, namely, that it must be easy
to “sample” in the sense that there is a function H(x, z)

and a random variable Z such that h(x) = E[H(x,Z)].
Another thing, which is not obvious from the exam-
ples, is that h(x) must have certain stability proper-
ties. In general, a SA sequence need not have a unique
limit point. However, conditions can be imposed which
guarantee convergence to a particular solution ξ of
h(x) = 0, provided that ξ is a stable solution to the
ODE ẋ = h(x). This is discussed further in Section 2.3.

2.2 Applications

2.2.1 Stochastic approximation EM. The EM algo-
rithm [7] has quickly become one of the most popular
computational techniques for likelihood estimation in a
host of standard and nonstandard statistical problems.
Common to all problems in which the EM can be ap-
plied is a notion of “missing data.”

Consider a problem where data Y is observed and
the goal is to estimate the parameter θ based on its
likelihood function L(θ). Suppose that the observed

data Y is incomplete in the sense that there is a com-
ponent Z which is missing—this could be actual val-
ues which are not observed, as in the case of censored
data, or it could be latent variables, as in a random ef-
fects model. Let X = (Y,Z) denote the complete data.
Then the likelihood function f (z, θ) based on the com-
plete data x is related to L(θ) according to the for-
mula L(θ) = ∫

f (z, θ) dz. The EM algorithm produces
a convergent sequence of estimates by iteratively fill-
ing in the missing data Z in the E-step and then max-
imizing the simpler complete-data likelihood function
f (z, θ) in the M-step. The E-step is performed by sam-
pling the z-values from the density

p(z|θ) =
{

f (z, θ)/L(θ), if L(θ) �= 0,
0, if L(θ) = 0,

which is the predictive density of Z, given Y and θ .
It is often the case that at least one of the E-step and

M-step is computationally difficult, and many varia-
tions of the EM have been introduced to improve the
rate of convergence and/or simplify the computations.
In the case where the E-step cannot be done analyti-
cally, Wei and Tanner [39] suggest replacing the ex-
pectation in the E-step with a Monte Carlo integration.
The resulting MCEM algorithm comes with its own
challenges, however; for example, simulating the miss-
ing data Znj , for j = 1, . . . ,mn, from p(z|θn) could be
quite expensive.

Delyon, Lavielle and Moulines [6] propose, in the
case where integration in the E-step is difficult or in-
tractable, an alternative to the MCEM using SA.

SAEM ALGORITHM. At step n, simulate the
missing data Znj from the posterior distribution p(z|
θn), j = 1, . . . ,mn. Update Q̂n(θ) using

Q̂n(θ) = (1 − wn)Q̂n−1(θ) + wn

mn

mn∑
j=1

logf (Znj , θ),

where {wn} is a sequence as in (2.2). Then choose θn+1
such that Q̂n(θn+1) ≥ Q̂n(θ) for all θ ∈ �.

Compared to the MCEM, the SAEM algorithm’s use
of the simulated data Znj is much more efficient. At
each iteration, the MCEM simulates a new set of miss-
ing data from the posterior distribution and forgets the
simulated data from the previous iteration. On the other
hand, note that the inclusion of Q̂n−1(θ) in the SAEM
update θn �→ θn+1 implies all the simulated data points
contribute. It is pointed out in [6] that the SAEM per-
forms strikingly better than the MCEM in problems
where maximization is much cheaper than simulation.
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Delyon, Lavielle and Moulines [6] show, using gen-
eral SA results, that for a broad class of complete-
data likelihoods f (z, θ) and under standard regular-
ity conditions, the SAEM sequence {θn} converges a.s.
to the set of stationary points {θ :∇L(θ) = 0} of the
incomplete-data likelihood. Moreover, they prove that
the only attractive stationary points are local maxima;
that is, saddle points of L(θ) are avoided a.s.

2.2.2 Adaptive Markov Chain Monte Carlo. A ran-
dom walk Metropolis (RWM) algorithm is a specific
MCMC method that can be designed to sample from
almost any distribution π . In this particular case, the
proposal is q(x, y) = q(x − y), where q is a symmet-
ric density. A popular choice of q is a Np(0,�) den-
sity. It is well known that the convergence properties
of Monte Carlo averages depend on the choice of the
proposal covariance matrix �, in the sense that it af-
fects the rate at which the generated stochastic process
explores the support of π . Trial and error methods for
choosing � can be difficult and time consuming. One
possible solution would be to use the history of the
process to suitably tune the proposal. These so-called
adaptive algorithms come with their own difficulties,
however. In particular, making use of the history de-
stroys the Markov property of the process so nonstan-
dard results are needed in a convergence analysis. For
instance, when the state space contains an atom, Gilks,
Roberts and Sahu [15] propose an adaptive algorithm
that suitably updates the proposal density only when
the process returns to the atom. The resulting process
is not Markov, but ergodicity is proved using a regen-
eration argument [15].

An adaptive Metropolis (AM) algorithm is presented
by Haario, Saksman and Tamminen [16], which uses
previously visited states to update the proposal covari-
ance matrix �. Introduce a mean μ and set θ = (μ,�).
Let {wn} be a deterministic sequence as in (2.2).

AM ALGORITHM. Fix a starting point z0 and ini-
tial estimates μ0 and �0. At iteration n ≥ 1 draw zn

from Np(zn−1, c�n−1) and set

�n = (1 − wn)�n−1 + wn(zn − μn−1)(zn − μn−1)
′,

μn = (1 − wn)μn−1 + wnzn.

Note that if wn = n−1, then μn and �n are the sam-
ple mean and covariance matrix, respectively, of the
observations z1, . . . , zn. The constant c in the AM is
fixed and depends only on the dimension d of the sup-
port of π . A choice of c which is, in some sense, opti-
mal is c = 2.42/d ([32], page 316).

It is pointed out in [16] that the AM has the advan-
tage of starting the adaptation from the very beginning.
This property allows the AM algorithm to search the
support of π more effectively earlier than other adap-
tive algorithms. Note that for the algorithm of [15]
mentioned above, the adaptation does not begin until
the atom is first reached; although the renewal times
are a.s. finite, they typically have no finite upper bound.

It is shown in [16] that, under certain conditions, the
stationary distribution of the stochastic process {zn} is
the target π , the chain is ergodic (even though it is
no longer Markovian), and there is almost sure con-
vergence to θπ = (μπ,�π), the mean and covariance
of the target π . This implies that, as n → ∞, the pro-
posal distributions in the AM algorithm will be close to
the “optimal” choice. If H(z, θ) = (z −μ, (z −μ)(z −
μ)′ − �), then the AM is a general SA algorithm with
θn = θn−1 + wnH(zn, θn−1), and Andrieu, Moulines
and Priouret [2] extend the work in [16] via new SA
stability results.

2.2.3 Stochastic approximation Monte Carlo. Let
X be a finite or compact space with a dominating mea-
sure ν. Let p(x) = κp0(x) be a probability density on
X with respect to ν with possibly unknown normaliz-
ing constant κ > 0. We wish to estimate

∫
f dν, where

f is some function depending on p or p0. For exam-
ple, suppose p(x) is a prior and g(y|x) is the condi-
tional density of y given x. Then f (x) = g(y|x)p(x)

is the unnormalized posterior density of x and its inte-
gral, the marginal density of y, is needed to compute a
Bayes factor.

The following stochastic approximation Monte Carlo
(SAMC) method is introduced in [21]. Let A1, . . . ,Am

be a partition of X and let ηi = ∫
Ai

f dν for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Take η̂i(0) as an initial guess, and let η̂i(n) be the es-
timate of ηi at iteration n ≥ 1. For notational conve-
nience, write

θni = log η̂i(n) and θn = (θn1, . . . , θnm)′.

The probability vector π = (π1, . . . , πm)′ will denote
the desired sampling frequency of the Ai ’s; that is, πi is
the proportion of time we would like the chain to spend
in Ai . The choice of π is flexible and does not depend
on the particular partition {A1, . . . ,Am}.

SAMC ALGORITHM. Starting with initial esti-
mate θ0, for n ≥ 0 simulate a sample zn+1 using a
RWM algorithm with target distribution

p(z|θn) ∝
m∑

i=1

f (z)e−θni IAi
(z), z ∈ X.(2.6)
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Then set θn+1 = θn + wn+1(ζn+1 − π), where the de-
terministic sequence {wn} is as in (2.2), and ζn+1 =
(IA1(zn+1), . . . , IAm(zn+1))

′.
The normalizing constant in (2.6) is generally un-

known and difficult to compute. However, p(z|θn) is
only used at the RWM step where it is only required
that the target density be known up to a proportionality
constant.

It turns out that, in the case where no Ai are empty,
the observed sampling frequency π̂i of Ai converges
to πi . This shows that π̂i is independent of its proba-
bility

∫
Ai

p dν. Consequently, the resulting chain will
not get stuck in regions of high probability, as a stan-
dard Metropolis chain might.

The sequence {θn} is a general stochastic approxima-
tion and, using the convergence results of [2], Liang,
Liu and Carroll [21] show that if no Ai is empty and
suitable conditions are met, then

θni → C + log
∫
Ai

f dν − logπi a.s.,(2.7)

for 1 ≤ i ≤ m as n → ∞, for some arbitrary con-
stant C. Liang, Liu and Carroll [21] point out a lack
of identifiability in the limit (2.7); that is, C cannot be
determined from {θn} alone. Additional information is
required, such as

∑m
i=1 η̂i(n) = c for each n and for

some known constant c.
In Example 2.4, we apply SAMC to estimate the par-

tition function in the one-dimensional Ising model. In
this simple situation, a closed-form expression is avail-
able, which we can use as a baseline for assessing the
performance of the SAMC estimate.

EXAMPLE 2.4. Consider a one-dimensional Ising
model, which assumes that each of the d particles in
a system has positive or negative spin. The Gibbs dis-
tribution on X = {−1,1}d has density (with respect to
counting measure ν)

pT (x) = 1

Z(T )
e−E(x)/T , Z(T ) = ∑

x∈X

e−E(x)/T ,

where T is the temperature, and E is the energy func-
tion defined, in this case, as E(x) = −∑d−1

i=1 xixi+1.
The partition function Z(T ) is of particular inter-
est to physicists: the thermodynamic limit F(T ) =
limd→∞ d−1 logZ(T ) is used to study phase transi-
tions [4]. In this simple case, a closed-form expression
for Z(T ) is available. There are other more complex
systems, however, where no analytical solution is avail-
able and ν(X) = 2d is too large to allow for naïve cal-
culation of Z(T ).

FIG. 3. logZ(T ) (gray) and SAMC estimate log Ẑ(T ) (black) in
Example 2.4.

Our jumping-off point is the energy–temperature
duality [18] Z(T ) = ∑

u �(u)e−u/T , where �(u) =
ν{x :E(x) = u} is the density of states. We will apply
SAMC to first estimate �(u) and then estimate Z(T )

with a plug-in:

Ẑ(T ) = ∑
u

�̂(u)e−u/T .

Note here that a single estimate of � can be used
to estimate the partition function for any T , elimi-
nating the need for simulations at multiple tempera-
tures. Furthermore,

∑
u �(u) = ν(X) = 2d is known

so, by imposing this condition on the estimate �̂ we
do not fall victim to the lack of identifiability men-
tioned above. Figure 3 shows the true partition func-
tion Z(T ) = 2d coshd−1(1/T ) for d = 10 as well as
the SAMC estimate Ẑ(T ) as a function of T ∈ [1,4],
on the log-scale, based on n = 1000 iterations. Clearly,
Ẑ performs quite well in this example, particularly for
large T .

2.3 ODE Stability Theory

The asymptotic theory of ODEs plays an important
role in the convergence analysis of a SA algorithm. Af-
ter showing the connection between SA and ODEs, we
briefly review some of the ODE theory that is neces-
sary in the sequel.

Recall the general SA algorithm in (2.1) given by
xn = xn−1 +wnyn. Assume there is a measurable func-
tion h such that h(xn−1) = E[yn|xn−1] and rewrite this
algorithm as

xn = xn−1 + wnh(xn−1) + wn{yn − h(xn−1)}.
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Define Mn = yn − h(xn−1). Then {Mn} is a zero-mean
martingale sequence and, under suitable conditions,
the martingale convergence theorem guarantees that
Mn becomes negligible as n → ∞, leaving us with

xn = xn−1 + wnh(xn−1) + wnMn

≈ xn−1 + wnh(xn−1).

But this latter “mean trajectory” is deterministic and
essentially a finite difference equation with small step
sizes. Rearranging the terms gives us

xn − xn−1

wn

= h(xn−1),

which, for large n, can be approximated by the ODE
ẋ = h(x). It is for this reason that the study of SA al-
gorithms is related to the asymptotic properties of so-
lutions to ODEs.

Consider a general autonomous ODE ẋ = h(x),
where h : Rd → R

d is a bounded and continuous, pos-
sibly nonlinear, function. A solution x(t) of the ODE
is a trajectory in R

d with a given initial condition x(0).
Unfortunately, in many cases, a closed-form expression
for a solution x(t) is not available. For that reason,
other methods are necessary for studying these solu-
tions and, in particular, their properties as t → ∞.

Imagine a physical system, such as an orbiting ce-
lestial body, whose state is being governed by the
ODE ẋ = h(x) with initial condition x(0) = x0. Then,
loosely speaking, the system is stable if choosing an al-
ternative initial condition x(0) = x′

0 in a neighborhood
of x0 has little effect on the asymptotic properties of the
resulting solution x(t). The following definition makes
this more precise.

DEFINITION 2.5. A point ξ ∈ R
d is said to be lo-

cally stable for ẋ = h(x) if for each ε > 0 there is a
δ > 0 such that if ‖x(0) − ξ‖ < δ, then ‖x(t) − ξ‖ < ε

for all t ≥ 0. If ξ is locally stable and x(t) → ξ as
t → ∞, then ξ is locally asymptotically stable. If this
convergence holds for all initial conditions x(0), then
the asymptotic stability is said to be global.

Points ξ for which stability is of interest are equi-
librium points of ẋ = h(x). Any point ξ such that
h(ξ) = 0 is called an equilibrium point, since the con-
stant solution x(t) ≡ ξ satisfies ẋ = h(x).

EXAMPLE 2.6. Let ẋ = Ax, where A is a fixed
d × d matrix. For an initial condition x(0) = x0, we
can write an explicit formula for the particular solution:
x(t) = eAtx0 for t ≥ 0. Suppose, for simplicity, that A

has a spectral decomposition A = U�U ′, where U is

orthogonal and � is a diagonal matrix of the eigen-
values λ1, . . . , λd of A. Then the matrix exponential
can be written as eAt = Ue�tU ′, where e�t is diagonal
with ith element eλi t . Clearly, if λi < 0, then eλi t → 0
as t → ∞. Therefore, if A is negative definite, then the
origin x = 0 is globally asymptotically stable.

When explicit solutions are not available, proving as-
ymptotic stability for a given equilibrium point will re-
quire a so-called Lyapunov function [20].

DEFINITION 2.7. Let ξ ∈ R
d be an equilibrium

point of the ODE ẋ = h(x) with initial condition
x(0) = x0. A function � : Rd → R is called a Lyapunov
function (at ξ ) if:

• � has continuous first partial derivatives in a neigh-
borhood of ξ ;

• �(x) ≥ 0 with equality if and only if x = ξ ;
• the time derivative of � along the path x(t), defined

as �̇(x) = ∇�(x)′h(x), is ≤ 0.

A Lyapunov function is said to be strong if �̇(x) = 0
implies x = ξ .

Lyapunov functions are a generalization of the po-
tential energy of a system, such as a swinging pendu-
lum, and Lyapunov’s theory gives a formal extension of
the stability principles of such a system. Theorem 2.8
is very powerful because it does not require an explicit
formula for the solution. See [20] for a proof and vari-
ous extensions of the Lyapunov theory.

THEOREM 2.8. If there exists a (strong) Lyapunov
function in a neighborhood of an equilibrium point ξ

of ẋ = h(x), then ξ is (asymptotically) stable.

There is no general recipe for constructing a Lya-
punov function. In one important special case, how-
ever, a candidate Lyapunov function is easy to find.
Suppose h(x) = −∇g(x), for some positive definite,
sufficiently smooth function g. Then �(x) = g(x) is a
Lyapunov function since �̇(x) = −‖∇g(x)‖2 ≤ 0.

EXAMPLE 2.9. Consider again the linear system
ẋ = Ax from Example 2.6, where A is a d ×d negative
definite matrix. Here we will derive asymptotic stabil-
ity by finding a Lyapunov function and applying The-
orem 2.8. In light of the previous remark, we choose
�(x) = −1

2x′Ax. Then �̇(x) = −‖Ax‖2 ≤ 0 so � is a
strong Lyapunov function for ẋ = Ax and the origin is
asymptotically stable by Theorem 2.8.

Of interest is the stronger conclusion of global as-
ymptotic stability. Note, however, that Theorem 2.8
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does not tell us how far x0 can be from the equilib-
rium in question and still get asymptotic stability. For
the results that follow, we will prove the global part
directly.

2.4 SA Convergence Theorem

Consider, for fixed x0 and {wn} satisfying (2.2), the
general SA algorithm

xn = ProjX{xn−1 + wnyn}, n ≥ 1,(2.8)

where X ⊂ R
d is compact and ProjX(x) is a projection

of x onto X. The projection is necessary when bound-
edness of the iterates cannot be established by other
means. The truncated or projected algorithm (2.8) is
often written in the alternative form [19]

xn = xn−1 + wnyn + wnzn,(2.9)

where zn is the “minimum” z such that xn−1 +wnyn +
wnz belongs to X.

Next we state the main stochastic approximation
result used in the sequel, a special case of Theo-
rem 5.2.3 in [19]. Define the filtration sequence Fn =
σ(y1, . . . , yn).

THEOREM 2.10. For {xn} in (2.8) with {wn} satis-
fying (2.2), assume

〈SA1〉 supn E‖yn‖2 < ∞.
〈SA2〉 There exists a continuous function h(·) and

a random vector βn such that E(yn|Fn−1) =
h(xn−1) + βn a.s. for each n.

〈SA3〉 ∑
n wn‖βn‖ converges a.s.

If ξ is globally asymptotically stable for ẋ = h(x), then
xn → ξ a.s.

3. NEWTON’S RECURSIVE ESTIMATE

Let � and X be the parameter space and sample
space, equipped with σ -finite measures μ and ν, re-
spectively. Typically, � and X are subsets of Euclid-
ean space and ν is Lebesgue or counting measure. The
measure μ varies depending on the inference problem:
for estimation, μ is usually Lebesgue or counting mea-
sure, but for testing, μ is often something different (see
Example 3.1).

Consider the following model for pairs of random
variables (Xi, θ

i) ∈ X × �:

θ i i.i.d.∼ f, Xi |θi ind∼ p(·|θ i), i = 1, . . . , n,(3.1)

where {p(·|θ) : θ ∈ �} is a parametric family of proba-
bility densities with respect to ν on X and f is a prob-
ability density with respect to μ on �. In the present

case, the variables (parameters) θ1, . . . , θn are not
observed. Therefore, under model (3.1), X1, . . . ,Xn

are i.i.d. observations from the marginal density �f

in (1.1). We call f the mixing density (or prior, in the
Bayesian context) and the inference problem is to es-
timate f based on the data observed from �f . The
following example gives a very important special case
of this problem—the analysis of DNA microarray data.

EXAMPLE 3.1. A microarray is a tool that gives
researchers the ability to simultaneously investigate the
effects of numerous genes on the occurrence of vari-
ous diseases. Not all of the genes will be expressed—
related to the disease in question—so the problem is
to identify those which are. Let θi represent the ex-
pression level of the ith gene, with θi = 0 indicating
the gene is not expressed. After some reduction, the
data Xi is a measure of θi , and the model is of the
form (3.1) with f being a prior density with respect to
μ = λLeb + δ{0}. Consider the multiple testing problem

H0i : θi = 0, i = 1, . . . , n.

The number n of genes under investigation is often in
the thousands so, with little information about θi in Xi ,
choosing a fixed prior f would be problematic. On the
other hand, the data contain considerable information
about the prior f so the empirical Bayes approach—
using the data to estimate the prior—has been quite
successful [9].

In what follows, we focus our attention on a partic-
ular estimate of the mixing density f . Let x1, . . . , xn ∈
X be i.i.d. observations from the mixture density �f

in (1.1). Newton [26] suggests the following algorithm
for estimating f .

NEWTON’S ALGORITHM. Choose a positive den-
sity f0 on � and weights w1, . . . ,wn ∈ (0,1). Then for
i = 1, . . . , n, compute

fi(θ) = (1 − wi)fi−1(θ) + wi

p(Xi |θ)fi−1(θ)

�i−1(Xi)
,(3.2)

where �j(x) = ∫
p(x|θ)fj (θ) dμ(θ), and report fn(θ)

as the final estimate.

In the following subsections we establish some as-
ymptotic properties of fn as n → ∞ and we show the
results of several numerical experiments that demon-
strate the finite-sample accuracy of Newton’s esti-
mate (3.2) in both the discrete and continuous cases.
First, a few important remarks.
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• The update fi−1 �→ fi in (3.2) is similar to a Bayes
estimate based on a Dirichlet process prior (DPP),
given the information up to, and including, time
i − 1. That is, after observing X1,X2, . . . ,Xi−1,
a Bayesian might model f with a DPP D(1−wi

wi
,

fi−1). In this case, the posterior expectation is ex-
actly the fi in (3.2).

• Because fn depends on the ordering of the data and
not simply on the sufficient statistic (X(1), . . . ,X(n)),
it is not a posterior quantity.

• The algorithm is very fast: if one evaluates (3.2) on
a grid of m points θ1, . . . , θm and calculates the in-
tegral in �i−1 using, say, a trapezoid rule, then the
computational complexity is mn.

3.1 Review of Convergence Results

In this section, we give a brief review of the known
convergence results for Newton’s estimate fn in the
case of a finite parameter space. The case of a com-
pact � is quite different and, until very recently [38],
nothing was known about the convergence of fn in
such problems; see Section 5.

Newton [26], building on the work in [27, 28], states
the following convergence theorem.

THEOREM 3.2. Assume the following:

〈N1〉 � is finite and μ is counting measure.
〈N2〉 ∑

n wn = ∞.
〈N3〉 p(x|θ) is bounded away from 0 and ∞.

Then surely there exists a density f∞ on � such that
fn → f∞ as n → ∞.

Newton [26] presents a proof of Theorem 3.2 based
on the theory of nonhomogeneous Markov chains. He
proves that fn represents the n-step marginal distribu-
tion of the Markov chain {Zn} given by

Z0 ∼ f0, Zn =
{

Zn−1, with prob 1 − wn,
Yn, with prob wn,

where Yn has density ∝ p(Xn|θ)fn−1(θ). However,
the claim that this Markov chain admits a stationary
distribution is incomplete—N2 implies the chain {Zn}
is weakly ergodic but the necessary strong ergodic-
ity property does not follow, even when � is finite.
Counterexamples are given in [14, 17]. Ghosh and Tok-
dar [14] prove consistency of fn along quite different
lines. For probability densities ψ and ϕ with respect
to μ, define the Kullback–Liebler (KL) divergence,

K(ψ,ϕ) =
∫
�

ψ log(ψ/ϕ)dμ.(3.3)

The following theorem is proved in [14] using an ap-
proximate martingale representation of K(f,fn).

THEOREM 3.3. In addition to N1–N3, assume

〈GT1〉 ∑
n w2

n < ∞.
〈GT2〉 f is identifiable; that is, f �→ �f is injective.

Then K(f,fn) → 0 a.s. as n → ∞.

Part of the motivation for the use of the KL diver-
gence lies in the fact that the ratio fn/fn−1 has a rel-
atively simple form. More important, however, is the
Lyapunov property shown in the proof Theorem 3.4.
Sufficient conditions for GT2 in the case of finite �

are given in, for example, [22, 37]. San Martin and
Quintana [33] also discuss the issue of identifiability
in connection with the consistency of fn.

3.2 Newton’s Estimate as a SA

Here we show that Newton’s algorithm (3.2) is a spe-
cial case of SA. First, note that if f is viewed as a prior
density, then estimating f is an empirical Bayes (EB)
problem. The ratio in (3.2) is nothing but the poste-
rior distribution of θ , given xi , and assuming that the
prior f is equal to fi−1. This, in fact, is exactly the
approach taken in Example 2.3 to apply SA in an EB
problem.

Let μ be counting measure and d = μ(�). We can
think of fn(θ) as a vector fn = (f 1

n , . . . , f d
n )′ in the

probability simplex �d , defined as

�d =
{
(ϕ1, . . . , ϕd)′ ∈ [0,1]d :

d∑
i=1

ϕi = 1

}
.

Define H :X × �d → R
d with kth component

Hk(x,ϕ) = p(x|θk)ϕ
k

�ϕ(x)
− ϕk, k = 1, . . . , d,(3.4)

where �ϕ(x) = ∑
k p(x|θk)ϕ

k is the marginal density
on X induced by ϕ ∈ �d . Then (3.2) becomes

fn = fn−1 + wnH(Xn,fn−1).(3.5)

Let Px = diag{p(x|θk) :k = 1, . . . , d} be the diagonal
matrix of the sampling density values and define the
mapping h : �d → R

d to be the conditional expecta-
tion of H(x,fn), given fn = ϕ:

h(ϕ) =
∫
X

H(x,ϕ)�f (x) dν(x)

(3.6)

=
∫
X

�f (x)

�ϕ(x)
Pxϕ dν(x) − ϕ,

where f = (f 1, . . . , f d)′ is the true mixing/prior dis-
tribution. From (3.6), it is clear that f solves the equa-
tion h(ϕ) = 0 which implies (i) f is an equilibrium
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point of the ODE ϕ̇ = h(ϕ), and (ii) that f is a fixed
point of the map

T (ϕ) = h(ϕ) + ϕ =
∫

�f (x)

�ϕ(x)
Pxϕ dν(x).

Newton [26], page 313, recognized the importance of
this map in relation to the limit of fn. Also, the use
of T in [5, 35] for the I -projection problem is closely
related to the SA approach taken here.

We have shown that (3.5) can be considered as a
general SA algorithm, targeting the solution ϕ = f of
the equation h(ϕ) = 0 in �d . Therefore, the SA re-
sults of Section 2.4 can be used in the convergence
analysis. The following theorem is proved in Appen-
dix A.1.

THEOREM 3.4. Assume N1, N2, GT1 and GT2. If
p(·|θ) > 0 ν-a.e. for each θ , then fn → f a.s.

REMARK 3.5. Removal of the boundedness con-
dition N3 on p(x|θ) in Theorem 3.4 extends the con-
sistency result of [14] to many important cases, such as
mixtures of normal or gamma densities.

REMARK 3.6. Theorem 3.4 covers the interior
case (when f is strictly positive) as well as the bound-
ary case (when f i = 0 for some i). The fact that f i

0 > 0
implies f i

n > 0 for all n suggests that convergence may
be slow in the boundary case.

3.3 Simulations

Here we provide numerical illustrations comparing
the performance of Newton’s estimate with that of its
competitors. We consider a location-mixture of nor-
mals; that is, p(·|θ) is a N(θ,σ 2) density. The weights
are set to be wi = (i+1)−1 and the initial estimate f0 is
taken to be a Unif(�) density. For the Bayes estimate,
we assume a Dirichlet process prior f ∼ D(1, f0) in
each example.

EXAMPLE 3.7 (Finite �). In this example, we
compare Newton’s recursive (NR) estimate with the
nonparametric maximum likelihood (NPML) estimate
and the nonparametric Bayes (NPB) estimate. Com-
putation of NR and NPML (using the EM algorithm)
is straightforward. Here, in the case of finite �, we
use sequential imputation [23] to calculate NPB. Take
� = Z∩[−4,4], and set σ = 1 in p(x|θ). We consider
two different mixing distributions on �:

I. f = Bin(8,0.6),
II. f = 0.5δ{−2} + 0.5δ{2}.

We simulate 50 data sets of size n = 100 from the mod-
els corresponding to mixing densities I, II and comput-
ing the three estimates for each. Figure 4 shows the re-
sulting estimates for a randomly chosen data set from
each model. Notice that NR does better for model I
than both NPML and NPB. The story is different for
model II—both NPML and NPB are considerably bet-
ter than NR. This is further illustrated in Figure 5 where
the KL divergence K(�f , �̂n) on X = R is summa-
rized over the 50 samples. We see that NR has a slightly
smaller KL number than NPML and NPB for model I,
but they clearly dominate NR for model II. This dis-
crepancy is at least partially explained by Remark 3.6;
see Section 5 for further discussion. We should point
out, however, that both NPML and NPB take signif-
icantly longer to compute than NR, about 100 times
longer on average.

EXAMPLE 3.8 (Compact �). We consider a one-
and a two-component mixture of beta densities on � =
[0,1] as the true f :

I. f = Beta(2,7),
II. f = 0.33 Beta(3,30) + 0.67 Beta(4,4).

Let σ = 0.1 be the normal sampling variance. Again,
computation of NR is straightforward. To compute
NPB, the importance sampling algorithm in [38] that
makes use of a collapsing of the Polyá Urn scheme is
used. Figure 6 shows a typical realization of NR and
NPB, based on a sample of size n = 100 from each
of the corresponding marginals. Note that the Bayes
estimate does a rather poor job here, being much too
spiky in both cases. This is mainly because the poste-
rior for f sits on discrete distributions. On the other
hand, Newton’s estimate has learned the general shape
of f after only 100 iterations and results in a much
better estimate than NPB. Furthermore, on average, the
computation time for NR is again about 100 times less
than that of NPB.

4. N+P ALGORITHM

Suppose that the sampling distribution on X is para-
metrized not only by θ but by an additional parame-
ter ξ . An example of this is the normal distribution with
mean θ and variance ξ = σ 2. More specifically, we re-
place the sampling densities p(x|θ) of Section 3 with
p(x|θ, ξ) where θ is the latent variable, and ξ is also
unknown. Newton’s algorithm cannot be used in this
situation since θ does not fully specify the sampling
density.
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FIG. 4. Estimates of mixing densities I and II in Example 3.7. Left column: True f (gray) for model I and the three estimates (black). Right
column: True f (gray) for model II and the three estimates (black).
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FIG. 5. Summary of the KL divergence K(�f , �̂n) for the three
estimates �̂n in models I and II in Example 3.7.

In this section we introduce a modification of New-
ton’s algorithm to simultaneously and recursively es-
timate both a mixing distribution and an additional
unknown parameter. This modification, called the

Newton+Plug-in (N+P), is actually quite simple—at
each step we use a plug-in estimate of ξ in the up-
date (3.2). We show that the N+P algorithm can be
written as a general SA algorithm and, under certain
conditions, prove its consistency.

Let p(x|θ, ξ) be a two-parameter family of densities
on X, and consider the model

θ1, . . . , θn i.i.d.∼ f,
(4.1)

Xi1, . . . ,Xir
i.i.d.∼ p(·|θi, ξ), i = 1, . . . , n,

where f is an unknown density on � and the parame-
ter ξ ∈ � is also unknown. The number of replicates
r ≥ 2 is assumed fixed. Note that (4.1) is simply a non-
parametric random effects model.

Assume, for simplicity, that � ⊆ R; the more general
case � ⊆ R

p is a natural extension of what follows. Let
� = {θ1, . . . , θd} be a finite set and take μ to be count-
ing measure on �. Recall that �d is the probability
simplex. Assume:

〈NP1〉 ξ ∈ int(�0), where �0 is a compact and convex
subset of �.

FIG. 6. Estimates of the mixing densities I and II in Example 3.8. Top row: true f (gray) and NR (black). Bottom row: true f (gray) and
NPB (black).
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〈NP2〉 f ∈ int(�0) where �0 ⊂ �d is compact and,
for each ϕ ∈ �0, the coordinates ϕ1, . . . , ϕd are
bounded away from zero.

The subset �0 can be arbitrarily large so assumption
NP1 causes no difficulty in practice. Assumption NP2
is somewhat restrictive in that f must be strictly posi-
tive. While NP2 seems necessary to prove consistency
(see Appendix A.3), simulations suggest that this as-
sumption can be weakened.

The N+P algorithm uses an estimate of ξ at each
step in Newton’s algorithm. We assume here that an
unbiased estimate is available:

〈NP3〉 There exists an unbiased estimate TUBE(x), x ∈
Xr , of ξ with variance v2 < ∞.

Later we will replace the unbiased estimate with a
Bayes estimate. This will require replacing NP3 with
another assumption.

At time i = 1, . . . , n, we observe an r-vector Xi =
(Xi1, . . . ,Xir)

′ and we compute ξ̂ (i) = TUBE(Xi). An
unbiased estimate of ξ based on the entire data X1, . . . ,

Xn would be the average ξn = n−1 ∑n
i=1 ξ̂ (i), which

has a convenient recursive expression

ξi = i−1[
(i − 1)ξi−1 + ξ̂ (i)], i = 1, . . . , n.(4.2)

More importantly, by construction, ξ̂ (1), . . . , ξ̂ (n) are
i.i.d. random variables with mean ξ and finite variance.
It is, therefore, a consequence of the SLLN that ξn, as
defined in (4.2), converges a.s. to ξ . While this result
holds for any unbiased estimate T , an unbiased esti-
mate T ′ with smaller variance is preferred, since it will
have better finite-sample performance.

Define the mapping H :Xr × �0 × �0 → R
d with

kth component

Hk(x,ϕ,ψ) = p(x|θk,ψ)ϕk∑
j p(x|θj ,ψ)ϕj

− ϕk,(4.3)

for k = 1, . . . , d , where ϕ and ψ denote generic el-
ements in �0 and �0, respectively, and p(·|θ,ψ) is
the joint density of an i.i.d. sample of size r from
p(·|θ,ψ).

N+P ALGORITHM. Choose an initial estimate
f0 ∈ �0, weights w1, . . . ,wn ∈ (0,1), and an arbitrary
ξ0 ∈ �0. Then for i = 1, . . . , n compute

ξi = Proj�0

{
i−1[

(i − 1)ξi−1 + ξ̂ (i)]},
fi = Proj�0

{
fi−1 + wiH(Xi;fi−1, ξi)

}
,

and produce (fn, ξn) as the final estimate.

We claim that the N+P algorithm for estimating f

can be written as a general SA involving the true but
unknown ξ plus an additional perturbation. Define the
quantities

h(fn−1) = E[H(Xn,fn−1, ξ)|Fn−1],(4.4)

βn = E[H(Xn,fn−1, ξn)|Fn−1]
(4.5)

− E[H(Xn,fn−1, ξ)|Fn−1],
where Fn−1 = σ(X1, . . . ,Xn−1), so that

E[H(Xn,fn−1, ξn)|Fn−1] = h(fn−1) + βn.

Now the update fn−1 �→ fn can be written as

fn = fn−1 + wn{h(fn−1) + Mn + βn + zn},(4.6)

where zn is the “minimum” z keeping fn in �0, and

Mn = H(Xn,fn−1, ξn) − h(fn−1) − βn

is a martingale adapted to Fn−1. Notice that (4.6) is
now in a form in which Theorem 2.10 can be applied.
We will make use of the Law of Iterated Logarithm so
define u(t) = (2t log log t)1/2. The consistency proper-
ties of the N+P algorithm are summarized in the fol-
lowing theorem.

THEOREM 4.1. Assume N1, GT1, GT2, NP1–
NP3. In addition, assume

〈NP4〉 ∂
∂ψ

H(x;ϕ,ψ) is bounded on Xr × �0 × �0.

〈NP5〉 ∑
n wnn

−1u(n) converges.

Then (fn, ξn) → (f, ξ) a.s. as n → ∞.

We now remove the restriction to unbiased estimates
of ξ , focusing primarily on the use of a Bayes esti-
mate in place of the unbiased estimate. But first, let
ξ̃i = T (X1, . . . ,Xi) be any suitable estimate of ξ based
on only X1, . . . ,Xi . Then replace the N+P update
fi−1 �→ fi with

f̃i = Proj�0
{f̃i−1 + wiH(Xi, f̃i−1, ξ̃i)}.

While this adaptation is more flexible with regard to
the choice of estimate, this additional flexibility does
not come for free. Notice that the algorithm is no longer
recursive. That is, given a new data point xn+1, we need
more information than just the pair (f̃n, ξ̃n) to obtain
(f̃n+1, ξ̃n+1).

COROLLARY 4.2. If assumptions NP3 and NP5 in
Theorem 4.1 are replaced by

〈NP3′〉 |ξ̃n − ξ | = O(ρn) a.s. as n → ∞,
〈NP5′〉 ∑

n wnρn < ∞,
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then (f̃n, ξ̃n) → (f, ξ) a.s. as n → ∞.

Typically, for Bayes and ML estimates, the rate is
ρn = n−1/2. Then NP5′ holds if, e.g., wn ∼ n−1.

To illustrate the N+P and its modified version, con-
sider the special case where p(·|θ, ξ) in (4.1) is a nor-
mal density with mean θ and ξ = σ 2 is the unknown
variance. That is,

Xi1, . . . ,Xir
i.i.d.∼ N(θi, σ 2), i = 1, . . . , n.

Moreover, the statistic Si = Xi is sufficient for the
mean and the density g(·|θ, σ 2) of Si is known. There-
fore, H in (4.3) can be written as

Hk(s,ϕ,ψ) = g(s|θk,ψ)ϕk∑
j g(s|θj ,ψ)ϕj

− ϕk(4.7)

for k = 1, . . . , d , where g(s|θ,ψ) is the N(θ,ψ/r)

density. Even in this simple example, it is not obvious
that the function H in (4.7) satisfies NP4. A proof of
the following proposition is in Appendix A.3.

PROPOSITION 4.3. NP4 holds for H in (4.7).

Let �0 be the �0 defined in the general setup. For
the N+P, we choose TUBE(x) to be the sample variance
of x, resulting in the recursive estimate

σ 2
i = 1

i(r − 1)

i∑
k=1

r∑
j=1

(Xkj − Xk)
2.(4.8)

For σ 2, take the standard noninformative prior p(σ 2) =
(σ 2)−1. Under squared-error loss, the Bayes estimate
of σ 2 based on X1, . . . ,Xi is

σ̃ 2
i = E(σ 2|Fi )

(4.9)

= 1

i(r − 1) − 2

i∑
k=1

r∑
j=1

(Xkj − Xk)
2.

Note that |σ̃ 2
n − σ 2| = O(n−1/2) a.s. so the conclusion

of Corollary 4.2 holds if wn ∼ n−1.
The following example compares three resulting es-

timates for this location mixture of normals problem:
when σ 2 is known, when (4.8) is used with the N+P
and when (4.9) is used in the modified N+P. Conver-
gence of the iterates holds in each case by Theorems
3.4 and 4.1 and Corollary 4.2.

EXAMPLE 4.4. Let � = Z ∩ [−4,4] and take f

to be a Bin(8,0.5) density on �. Suppose r = 10,
n = 100, wi = (i + 1)−1 and set σ 2 = 1.5. For each
of 100 simulated data sets, the three estimates of f

are computed using Newton’s algorithm, the N+P and

FIG. 7. Summary of KL divergences K(�,�̂σ̂ ) for the three al-
gorithms in Example 4.4.

the Bayes modification. Each algorithm produces es-
timates f̂ and σ̂ 2 with which we compute �̂σ̂ (s) =∑d

j=1 g(s|θj , σ̂
2)f̂ j . Figure 7 summarizes the 100 KL

divergences K(�, �̂σ̂ ) for each of the three estimates.
Surprisingly, little efficiency is lost when an estimate
of σ 2 is used rather than the true value. Also, the
N+P and the Bayes modification perform compara-
bly, with the Bayes version performing perhaps slightly
better on average. Note that no projections onto �0 =
[10−4,104] or

�0 = {ϕ ∈ � :ϕk ≥ 10−4, k = 1, . . . , d}
were necessary in this example.

5. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have used general results in the
area of stochastic approximation to prove a consistency
theorem for a recursive estimate of a mixing distribu-
tion/prior in the case of a finite parameter space �. It
is natural to wonder if this theorem can be extended
to the case where f is an infinite-dimensional parame-
ter on an uncountable space �. Very recently, Tokdar,
Martin and Ghosh [38] have proved consistency of fn

in the infinite-dimensional case, under mild conditions.
Their argument is based on the approximate martingale
representation used in [14] but applied to the KL di-
vergence K(�f ,�n) between the induced marginals.
Again, there is a connection between their approach
and the SA approach taken here, namely, K(�f ,�ϕ)

is also a Lyapunov function for the associated ODE
ϕ̇ = h(ϕ).
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In addition to convergence, there are some other
interesting theoretical and practical questions to con-
sider. First and foremost, there is the question of rate
of convergence which, from a practical point of view,
is much more important than convergence alone. We
expect that, in general, the rate of convergence will de-
pend on the support of f0, the weights wn and, in the
case of an uncountable �, the smoothness of f . What-
ever the true rate of convergence might be, Example 3.7
(model II) demonstrated that this rate is unsatisfactory
when the support of f is misspecified. For this reason,
a modification of the algorithm that better handles such
cases would be desirable.

Another question of interest goes back to the orig-
inal motivation for Newton’s recursive algorithm. To
an orthodox Bayesian, any method which performs
well should be at least approximately Bayes. Stem-
ming from the fact that the recursive estimate and
the nonparametric Bayes estimate, with the appropri-
ate Dirichlet process prior, agree when n = 1, Newton
et al. [26–28] claim that the former should serve as a
suitable approximation to the latter. Our calculations
in Section 3.3 disagree. In particular, we see two exam-
ples in the finite case, one where the recursive estimate
is significantly better and the other where the Bayes
estimate is significantly better. A new question arises:
if it is not an approximation of the Dirichlet process
prior Bayes estimate, for what prior does the recur-
sive estimate approximate the corresponding Bayes es-
timate?

Finally, it should be pointed out that our approach
to the finite mixture problem is somewhat less general
than would be desirable. In particular, we are assum-
ing that the support of f is within a known finite set
of points. In general, however, what is known is that
the support of f is contained in, say, a bounded inter-
val. In this case, a set of grid points � = {θ1, . . . , θm}
are chosen to approximate the unknown support �∗ =
{θ∗

1 , . . . , θ∗
M} of f . Newton’s algorithm will produce an

estimate fn on � in this case, but it is impossible to di-
rectly compare fn to f since their supports � and �∗
may be entirely different. There is no problem compar-
ing the marginals, however. This leads us to the fol-
lowing important conjecture, closely related to the so-
called I -projections in [5, 35].

CONJECTURE. Let �fn and �f be the marginal
densities corresponding to fn on � and f on �∗, re-
spectively. Then, as n → ∞,

K(�f ,�fn) → inf
ϕ

K(�f ,�ϕ) a.s.,

where ϕ ranges over all densities on �.

Despite these unanswered practical and theoretical
questions, the strong performance of Newton’s algo-
rithm and the N+P algorithm in certain cases and,
more importantly, their computational cost-effective-
ness, make them very attractive compared to the more
expensive nonparametric Bayes estimate or the non-
parametric MLE, and worthy of further investigation.

APPENDIX: PROOFS

A.1 Proof of Theorem 3.4

To prove the theorem, we need only show that the al-
gorithm (3.5) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.10.
First note that fn is, for each n, a convex combina-
tion of points in the interior of �d so no projection as
in (2.8) is necessary. Second, the random variables βn

in assumption SA2 are identically zero so SA3 is triv-
ially satisfied.

Let {un} be a convergent sequence in �d , where
un = (u1

n, . . . , u
d
n)′. The limit u = (u1, . . . , ud)′ =

limn→∞ un also belongs to � so h(u) is well defined.
To prove that h = (h1, . . . , hd)′ is continuous, we show
that hk(un) → hk(u) for each k = 1, . . . , d as n → ∞.
Consider

hk(un) =
∫

p(x|θk)u
k
n

�un(x)
�f (x) dν(x) − uk

n.

The integrand p(·|θk)u
k
n/�un(·) is nonnegative and

bounded ν-a.e. for each k. Then by the bounded con-
vergence theorem we get

lim
n→∞hk(un) = hk(u), k = 1, . . . , d.

But {un} ⊂ �d was arbitrary so h is continuous.
Next, note that H(x,fn) is the difference of two

points in �d and is thus bounded independent of
x and n. Then SA1 holds trivially.

Finally, we show that f is globally asymptoti-
cally stable for the ODE ϕ̇ = h(ϕ) in �d . Note that∑d

i=1 ϕ̇i = ∑d
i=1 hi(ϕ) = 0 so the trajectories lie on

the connected and compact �d . Let �(ϕ) be the KL di-
vergence, �(ϕ) = ∑d

k=1 f k log(f k/ϕk). We claim that
� is a strong Lyapunov function for ϕ̇ = h(ϕ) at f .
Certainly �(ϕ) is positive definite. To check the dif-
ferentiability condition, we must show that �(ϕ) has
a well-defined gradient around f , even when f is on
the boundary of �d . Suppose, without loss of gener-
ality, that f 1, . . . , f s are positive, 1 ≤ s ≤ d , and the
remaining f s+1, . . . , f d are zero. By definition, �(ϕ)

is constant in ϕs+1, . . . , ϕd and, therefore, the partial
derivatives with respect to those ϕ’s are zero. Thus, for
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any 1 ≤ s ≤ d and for any ϕ such that �(ϕ) < ∞, the
gradient can be written as

∇�(ϕ) = −(r1, r2, . . . , rd)′ + rsI ′
s,(A.1)

where rk = f k/ϕk and Is is a vector whose first s co-
ordinates are one and last d − s coordinates are zero.
The key point here is that the gradient of �(ϕ), for ϕ

restricted to the boundary which contains f , is ex-
actly (A.1). We can, therefore, extend the definition of
∇�(ϕ) continuously to the boundary if need be.

Given that ∇�(ϕ) exists on all of �d , the time deriv-
ative of � along ϕ is

�̇(ϕ) = ∇�(ϕ)′h(ϕ)

=
∫

�f (x) − �ϕ(x)

�ϕ(x)
∇�(ϕ)′Pxϕ dν(x)(A.2)

= 1 −
∫

�f

�ϕ

�f dν.

It remains to show that �̇(ϕ) = 0 iff ϕ = f . Applying
Jensen’s inequality to y �→ y−1 in (A.2) gives

�̇(ϕ) = 1 −
∫
X

(
�ϕ

�f

)−1

�f dν

(A.3)

≤ 1 −
(∫

X

�ϕ

�f

�f dν

)−1

= 0,

where equality can hold in (A.3) iff �ϕ = �f ν-a.e.
We assume the mixtures are identifiable, so this im-
plies ϕ = f . Therefore, �̇(ϕ) = 0 iff ϕ = f , and we
have shown that � is a strong Lyapunov function on
�d . To prove that f is a globally asymptotically sta-
ble point for ϕ̇ = h(ϕ), suppose that ϕ(t) is a solution,
with ϕ(0) = f0, that does not converge to f . Since � is
a strong Lyapunov function, the sequence �(ϕ(t)), as
t → ∞, is bounded, strictly decreasing and, thus, has
a limit λ > 0. Then the trajectory ϕ(t) must fall in the
set

�∗ = {ϕ ∈ �d :λ ≤ �(ϕ) ≤ �(f0)}
for all t ≥ 0. In the case f ∈ int(�d), �(ϕ) → ∞ as
ϕ → ∂�, so the set �∗ is compact (in the relative
topology). If f ∈ ∂�d , then �∗ is not compact but,
as shown above, �̇(ϕ) is well defined and continuous
there. In either case, �̇ is continuous and bounded away
from zero on �∗, so

sup
ϕ∈�∗

�̇(ϕ) = −L < 0.

Then, for any τ ≥ 0, we have

�(ϕ(τ )) = �(f0) +
∫ τ

0
�̇(ϕ(s)) ds ≤ �(f0) − Lτ.

If τ > �(f0)/L, then �(ϕ(τ )) < 0, which is a contra-
diction. Therefore, ϕ(t) → f for all initial conditions
ϕ(0) = f0, so f is globally asymptotically stable. The-
orem 2.10 then implies fn → f a.s.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 4.1

The proof of the theorem requires the following
lemma, establishing a Lipschitz-type bound on the er-
ror terms βn in (4.5). Its proof follows immediately
from NP4 and the Mean Value Theorem.

LEMMA A.1. Under the assumptions of Theo-
rem 4.1, there exists a number A ∈ (0,∞) such that

‖βn‖ ≤ AE(|ξn − ξ | | Fn−1).

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. The map h in (4.4) has
kth component

hk(ϕ) =
∫

H(x;ϕ, ξ)�f,ξ (s) dνr(x)

=
∫

�f,ξ (x)

�ϕ,ξ (x)
p(x|θk, ξ)ϕk dνr(x) − ϕk,

where �f,ξ (x) = ∑
k p(x|θk, ξ)f k is the marginal

density of x and νr is the product measure on Xr . No-
tice that this h, which does not depend on the estimate
ξn, is exactly the same as the h in (3.6). Therefore, the
continuity and stability properties derived in the proof
of Theorem 3.4 are valid here as well. All that remains
is to show that the βn’s in (4.5) satisfy SA3 of Theo-
rem 2.10.

By the SLLN, ξn belongs to �0 for large enough n

so we can assume, without loss of generality, that no
projection is necessary. Let Sn = Z1 + · · ·+ Zn, where
the Zi = v−1(ξ̂ (i) − ξ) and v2 is the variance of ξ̂ (i).
Then |ξn − ξ | = cn−1|Sn|, where c > 0 is a constant
independent of n. Since Sn is a sum of i.i.d. random
variables with mean zero and unit variance, the Law of
Iterated Logarithm states that

lim sup
n→∞

{|Sn|/u(n)} = 1 a.s.(A.4)

Now, by Lemma A.1 and (A.4) we have

‖βn‖ ≤ Acn−1
E(|Sn| | Fn−1) = O(n−1u(n))

and, therefore,
∑

n wn‖βn‖ converges a.s. by NP5.
Condition SA3 is satisfied, completing the proof. �
A.3 Proof of Proposition 4.3

To prove that the case of a location-mixture of
normals with unknown variance is covered by Theo-
rem 4.1, we must show that the function H , defined
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in (4.7), satisfies NP4, that is, that the partial deriva-
tives ∂

∂ψ
Hk(s;ϕ,ψ) are bounded.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.3. Clearly each com-
ponent Hk of H , defined in (4.7), is differentiable with
respect to ψ ∈ �0 and, after simplification,

∂

∂ψ
Hk(s, ϕ,ψ) = ϕke−rθ2

k /2ψersθk/ψ

2ψ2

·
∑

j ukj (s)ϕ
j e

−rθ2
j /2ψ

ersθj /ψ

[∑j ϕj e
−rθ2

j /2ψ
ersθj /ψ ]2

,

where (as |s| → ∞)

ukj (s) = θ2
k − θ2

j + 2s(θj − θk) = O(|s|).(A.5)

This derivative is continuous on s(Xr )×�0 ×�0 and,
since �0 and �0 are compact, we know that

Ak(s) := sup
ϕ∈�0

sup
ψ∈�0

∣∣∣∣ ∂

∂ψ
Hk(s;ϕ,ψ)

∣∣∣∣(A.6)

is finite for all s ∈ s(Xr ) and for all k. By the Mean
Value Theorem,

|Hk(s;ϕ,ψ) − Hk(s;ϕ,σ 2)| ≤ Ak(s)|ψ − σ 2|.
It remains to show that Ak(s) is bounded in s. For no-
tational simplicity, assume that ϕ and ψ are the values
for which the suprema in (A.6) are attained. Making
a change of variables y = rs/ψ we can, with a slight
abuse of notation, write

Ak(y) ≤ Ckϕ
keyθk

∑
j |ukj (y)|ϕjeyθj

[∑j ϕj eyθj ]2
.

We must show that Ak(y) is bounded as |y| → ∞.
Assume, without loss of generality, that the θ ’s are
arranged in ascending order: θ1 < θ2 < · · · < θd . Fac-
toring out, respectively, eyθ1 and eyθd , we can write

Ak(y) ≤ Ckϕ
key(θk−θ1)

∑
j |ukj (y)|ϕjey(θj−θ1)

(ϕ1)2 + ∑
j �=1

∑
i �=1 ϕjϕiey(θj−θ1)+y(θi−θ1)

,

Ak(y) ≤ Ckϕ
key(θk−θd ) ∑

j |ukj (y)|ϕjey(θj−θd)

(ϕd)2 + ∑
j �=d

∑
i �=d ϕjϕiey(θj−θd)+y(θi−θd)

.

Note that since ϕ ∈ �0, each ϕj is bounded away
from 0. If y → −∞, then the term ey(θk−θ1) → 0
dominates the numerator of the first inequality, while
the denominator is bounded. Similarly, if y → +∞,
then the term ey(θk−θd) → 0 dominates the numera-
tor in the second inequality, while the denominator
is bounded. For the case k = 1 or k = d , note that
|u11(y)| = |udd(y)| = 0, so the two inequalities can

still be applied and a similar argument shows A1 and
Ad are also bounded. Therefore, Ak(y) is bounded
for each k and the claim follows by taking A to be
max{supy Ak(y) : 1 ≤ k ≤ d}. �
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